77 yamaha xs 750

The Yamaha XS and Yamaha XS was a line of inline three cylinder motorcycles produced by the
Yamaha Motor Corporation from to for the worldwide motorcycle market. The last model year of
manufacturing was Released in Japan in as the GX sporting wire wheels as opposed to cast
alloy in all other models the XS became the name for the export model. These motorcycles are
usually referred to as "Triples" because they have 3 cylinders. The first 4 model years the bike
displaced cc. This was increased to cc for the final 2 model years but was referred to as an
There were various changes made to the model over the years. Very few of these bikes seem to
have been made and even fewer survived. The cast wheels were in an unpainted finish and the
decals were in a distinctive stripe design on the tank and side panels. The air box assembly was
different from later years. The air filter could be changed by opening the seat. This model had
triple contact breaker points making timing adjustment complex. Also featured was a separate
regulator and rectifier. The seat has a short tail piece this year. This bike received rave reviews
in Cycle World, who called it a "Bargain BMW" and rated it one of their top 10 bikes in the world
in A number of these made it out to export markets in late The tank now sports the familiar
piping around the contours picking out the detail. Problems with reliability led to a further
release in A particular problem was with 2nd gear. This had a habit of dropping into neutral
under load. Canny riders would short-shift from 1st to 3rd gear; the engine had enough torque
to support this technique. The Yamaha fix tended to be temporary, so not worth doing. The "D"
had the same tail piece as the "C" and early GX The bike now had 3 into 2 exhaust system with
silencers on both sides of the bike, and improvements made to the engine to improve reliability.
This bike has a different seat from the "C" and "D". The tail piece is longer and doesn't fit the
early seats. Yamaha added electronic ignition this year but retained the mechanical timing
advancing unit. The engine again had some improvements including cam shafts to boost the
power of the engine. The rev limit was raised to rpm this year from which the electronic ignition
had allowed. The change of carburetors also meant a change of air box design and the air filter
was now changed without lifting the seat. The XS also came with a stock fairing with full storage
and aerodynamic enclosure of the rider. The fairing also introduced additional stability to the
motorcycle by creating additional rake to the frame. This was a first for bikes of this time,
especially those in the to dollar price range. As above but European models came with an
optional 24 liter fuel tank and also a new paint scheme. The cast wheels from this year on were
of the "tubeless design". The cc replacement for the XS was a very similar beast. The engine
received bigger barrels and pistons, a beefier crankshaft, a wider primary chain and better oil
ways. The addition of an oil cooler helped keep things cool. Also added were frame
improvements including a new swing arm mounting and alloy footrest carriers. Also to be seen
in some "F" models. The exhausts on the European models have an offset in them to improve
ground clearance at the rear. As previous year. Also the last production year although models
continued to sell for a few years after this. One final change, the ignition system was updated to
electronic advanced timing and the mechanical advance assembly was removed. From
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produced from into the s for the worldwide motorcycle market. In the United States, the last
model year was These bikes are usually referred to as "Triples" because they have 3 cylinders.
The first 4 model years the bike displaced cc. This was increased to cc for the final 2 model
years. The Yamaha Triple was the most technically innovative bike of its day. The only modern
street triples are the new Triumph cc to cc bikes. The shaft drive was listed as a best feature by
59 percent of the owners. Shafties are different! Already famed for its two-strokes, Yamaha had
every intention of continuing its growth cycle The firm's ambition in the late Seventies was to
challenge the giant Honda on its home ground, the big four-stroke multi. It was a difficult task
for Yamaha to implement a new image on the big four-stroke market -already dominated by
Honda, followed by Kawasaki and Suzuki -without being tagged as a copycat. Yamaha chose,
with varying degrees of success, to go for technical originality, calling on outside designers to
develop the technologies in which the firm was not yet experienced. Yamaha chose the
prestigious Porsche to develop the twin-cylinder engine of the TX and the shaft drive of the XS
Porsche was as good as its reputation; the XS was the sole motorcycle whose transmission
incorporated a perfectly homokinetic tripode joint behind the gearbox rather than the normal
cardan joint. Moreover, the Yamaha was also the only modern Japanese bike equipped with
shaft final drive since Lilac had gone out ot' business in Another original feature of the XS was
its engine, whose three cylinders had Firing intervals of degrees, with balance virtually equal to
that of a four-cylinder engine but more costly to achieve , this type of engine has the great
advantage of being more narrow. But no matter how technically successful it was, it could not
make headway against its four-cylinder rivals. The engine was a air cooled in-line three,
four-stroke. It came with a 3. Stopping was achieved via dual disc in the front and a single disc
in the rear. The XS Special was fitted with a 5. The XS and XS were produced from to The US
enjoyed this bike one year more. Because they had three cylinders, everybody knows the bikes
as "Triples". At the beginning, the bike displaced cc and later the engine was increased to cc,
so, the XS changed into a new XS machine. The Triples had electronic ignition from From
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motorcycle?! These bikes were early-adopters, as they say in They had shaft-drive and cast
wheels, as opposed to chain-drive and spoke rims like most other motorcycles had at the time.
Not two cylinders or four cylinders like normal motorcycles had; three. In the spirit of full
disclosure, I have almost this exact same bike in a E-version. I even have that same crash bar
on the front; or I did.. Very dependable, and has never let me down. I love the black engine on
these bikes. Back in the pre-internet days yes, there was an actual world before the internet! I
learned how to keep the engine looking great with an odd trick using WD These bikes were
generally liked by reviewers and by most owners who had a chance to experience them on a
daily basis. And, to the touring crowd, the cc engine was seen as not being big enough in the
days of the cc engines on touring bikes. Talk about a no-win situation! Are you a fan of these s
three-cylinder Yamahas or do you prefer either two or four cylinders? I remember a friend of
mine showing up on one of these things back then. I guess it was because there were three
more just like it in the next town ten miles down the road. This one seems to be in good shape. I
owned one of these with lower bars back in the early 90s, after my xs got stolen. It was a really
good bike. Light, but shaft drive and good power. I had a cafe racer and a Virago. That shoulder
is all titanium ad the docs said I was grounded but at my age â€¦ what the hell. I remember they
had a big piece of rubber on the side of the case. I liked them when they came out, but my
favourite bike of this era was the Seca I owned. What a great all a rounder and quite pretty in my
opinion. Always liked Yamahas. Well, the second I saw this, there was no question in my mind
who submitted it. I always thought these were the updated Asian knockoff version of the Trident
or Rocket 3 , except highly refined. Great price too. I took mine almost 50K, a lot of long trips
over almost 20 years. Superb and reliable. The early ones had CV joints instead of cheaper auto
type U-joints and they lasted forever; had a chance conversation with another rider who went
80K without problems. The three-cylinder layout runs much cooler than four-cylinders two
buried cylinders. I did find that a fork brace distinctly improved handling. Kick starter is great to
prime the engine with a bit of lubrication on cold mornings; thus primed, the battery will start
her right off. Fuse blocks fatigue and need replacement after 25K. Rave review in Cycle when
released, FYI. Had a tx twin for a while, it was meh. I always see these for sale with bad
motorsâ€¦ That has made me stay away from them. It was offered for free and I just kept
walking. I still have the the little plastic dip stick tools to check the rear gear oil. I have a
Yamaha triple in the garage that was given to me. I think it is an XS The center cylinder has low
compression probably due to being overheated by the adjacent outside cylinders. If I remember
correctly it was a 78 Never got around to getting it running, this particular bike had the old glass
fuse box right on top of the fender where the seat comes down on them. Would be happy to sell
it. I owned one of these about 10 years ago. Very nice, well-balanced bike. Plenty fast enough; a
great tourer. Not spectacular in any dimension, but extremely competent in all. I have a Yamaha
vs 3 cylinder with miles nice bike will sale for good title French lick indiana. I love seeing
motorcycles on here. Ever consider it? Although I know people who did use them for long-range
tours back in the day, and swore by them. Good feature bike. I had the first series Triple pretty
bike but was hard to start if you did not ride it everyday motor shook a lot and too much
driveline snatch. Traded mine in on a 79 Yamaha XS smartest thing i ever did way better
smoother bike. It was fun, and my friends who had other jap bikes remarked that they thought it
had a great ride and felt quicker than theirs. Got away from riding because of too many idiots on
the road, and the Vette convertible I had just bought was taking up most of my free driving time.
Nice bike. I bought the model brand new in May My brother and I rode our machines to
Yellowstone park, the Tetons and all over Colorado that summer. Great bike. Wish I still had this
bike. I owned a Yamaha It was big and hea
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vy, but it went like stink. Never had problems with it. Don't post your car for sale in the
comments. Click here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without
commenting. Subscribe to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later.
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